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I

THIS INVENTION relates to a wear-resistant element.

The invention also relates to a screen which includes such a

wear-resistant element, to a lining which includes such a

wear-resistant element, to a mould for making such a wear-resistant

element, and to support means for supporting such a wear-resistant

element.

According to the invention there is provided a

wear-resistant element which is of a panel shape and is of an

elastomeric material* and has spaced recessed formations of shapes

complementary to protruding nodule-like securing formations on

support means to releasably frictionally secure the element to the

support means by releasable engagement of the securing formations
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in 't"ho rocossed rormations and by resilient defermation or the

elastomeric material.

Further according to tho invention there is provided

support means for supporting a wear-resistant element in accordance

with the invention, the support means including protruding nodule-

like securing formations which are releasably engagcable. with

recessed formations in the wear-resistant element to thereby

releasably secure the eleinent to the support means.

Th6 recessed formations may be bores or sockets

or parts of bores or sockets.

The wear-resistant element may be of a resilient

material such as a suitable synthetic plastics material. ' The

synthetic plastics material may be mouldable and may be

polyurethane

.

The wear-resistant element may have a thickened

surrounding marginal region in which the recessed formations

may be provided. The thickened marginal region may have a

shoulder projecting from the marginal region and be adapted to

key in an overlapping fashiwi into corresponding shoulders

provided on adjacent panels. Thus, if a panel is worn it may

bo replaced by removing it from the support means and fitting a

new panel.

If desired, the panels may be reinforced by means

of steel or other reinforcement embedded in the panel. Conve-

niently, reinforcement may also be provided in the projecting

shoulder.

Tho recessed formations may converge into the
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clement and may hovo a neck or a shoulder adapted to cncoco a
I

complementary shoulder or neck provided on the protruding for-

mations to thereby secure the panel to the protruding formations.

The cross-sectional profile of the recessed formations may

therefore be in the shape of an arrowhead.

The protruding formations may have stems of uniform

cross-section. Enlarge*d heads may be provided on the stems.

The enlarged heads may converge away from the stems. Alternatively,

the protruding formations may be T-shaped.

The support means may include an elongate member

on which the protxniding formations may be provided. The elongate

member may be a channel having a U-shaped cross-section. The

protmjding formations may be fast 'with the channel e.g. by means

of welding or forging, or by being integrally formed with the

channel such as by moulding it, forging it, extruding it, or

machining it from one piece of material such as a metal, e.g.

steel. The elongate member may be provided in the form of a

^ frame.

* • The arrangement may be such that the wear-resistant

element is tensioned when it is secured to the support means.

To^effect this the protruding formations may be slightly off-set

with respect to the recessed formations.

The recessed formations may be so arranged that one

set of protruding formations can engage the formations on two

adjacent wear-resistant elements to thereby sec.ure the elements

• simultaneously adjacentone. another.

In an alternative arrangement, two laterally spaced
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rows of protrudinc forroationo may bo provided on the cupport

means, tho lateral spacinc between the protruding formations

being Guch that two wear-resistant elements are secured adjacent

one another to the support means •

The invention also extends to. a screening element

which is in the form of wear-resistant element* according to the

invention provided with screening apertures.

\

The screening apertures may diverge from the upstream

side to the downstream side of the screen.

The screening element may be suitable for screening

particulate materials such as mineral ores.

The invention still further extends to a screen inclu-

ding a screening element in accordance with the invention.

.Still further the invention extends to a lining which

includes a wear-resistant element in accordance with the invention.

The lining may be suitable for lining bins, chutes and

the like.

The invention also extends, to a mould having a mouldini

cavity complementary to the shape of a wear-resistant element

in accordance with the invention.

The invention will now be described by way of examples

with reference to the accompanying drawings in which:-

Pigure 1 shows a plan view of a wear-resistant panel

in accordance with the invention;

Figure 2 shows a fragmentary sectional view on an .
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onlorcod scale on lino II-II of the ponel shown in Flcurc 1, and

chowing a support member to which the panel is secure^;
'

Ficure 3 shows a view similar to Figure 2 but with

two adjacent panels secured to a common support. member;

Figure 4 shows a view similar to Figure 3 but with

another form of support member;'

Figure 5 shows a view similar to Figure 3 but with

another form of support .^ember;

Figure 6 shows a view similar to Figure 3- but with

another form of member; .
* .

- Figure 7 shows- a view similar to Figure 3 but with

another form of panel and another form of support member; and

Figure 8 shows a fragmentary plan view of the

support member shown in Figure 7«

Referring to Figure 1 of the drawings, reference

numeral 10 indicates in general a wear-resistant element in

accordance with the' invention which is in the form of a panel 12

having a thickened marginal region 14. A series of spaced apertures

16 are provided in the bottom of the .thickened marginal, region 14,

The wear-resistant element 10 is of a synthetic plastics material

such as polyurethane, and is moulded in this form. :

The element 10 may be used as a lining for lining

chutes, bins and the like. In this use the panel 12 is solid.

Alternatively, the panel 12 may have screening apertures, (not

shown in Figure 1), and in this form the element 10 may be a

screening element for screening particulate materials such as

mineral ores. The screening element 10 is removably securable

by means of the apertures 16 to support members which will be

described in greater detail with reference to the other Figures



oVth. arawinss. '^ho crr«n5e«c„t i= such that when the elccnt 10
•

1„ socurea to th« support .e.b.r. tho panol 12 Is tcnsloncd.

FiEure 2 shows on «. enlarcei scale tho wear-resistant

clccnt 10 secured to a support .e.her 18. The support member

le is a U-shaped metal section, for example ah extruded or rolled

ateel section havin. a plurality of spaced protruding nodule-liXe

foxwations in the Xon. ir conical studs 20 having stems 22. The .

studs 20 ^ stems 22 engage frictionally with the sockets 16

Which «-e complementarilj shaped. Since the material from

vhioh th. element 10 is mad. is a resilient material such as

polyur.th»,e. th. studs 20 are ins.rted into the apertures 16 hy

d«on.ing th. material in which th. soC.ts 16 are provided «h.n

th. studs 20 have engaged the socKets 16, th. shoulder 2. provided

on each stud which is larger than th. stem 22 ensures a Xrictional

nt between the stud and the soCt, and therehy the el.m.nt 10 is

aecured to the support memher 16. Ih. .lement 10 may be released

.rom the support member 18 by forcing th. marginal r.glon 14 away
.

. from the stud 20.

Figur. 3 shows two .Lments 10 in a side-by-side aoutting

relationship secured by a series of conical studs 20 and stems 22

provided on a support member 26. In this arrangement the marginal

region » of each elemenf lO is provided with a series of half

*^ \ri^ half of the stud 20 and the stem 22.

sockets 28 conforming to one hall oi

+ .;uT3T)ort inem^)er 26 and one row of
With this arrangement one suppori.

^ar.*.is 10 simxjltaneously in an abutting
studs 20 can engage two panels lo simux

relationship adjacent one another.

Figure 4 shows an alternative form of support member 30

having two laterally spaced rows of studs 20 and stems 22 engaging



sockets 16 in the morcinal regions Ih of two ad;)accnt elements 10.

Figure 5 shows a still further alternative arrangement

for simultaneously securing two elements 10 adjacent one another.

In this arrangement there is provided a support member 32 having a

row of longitudinally spaced T-shaped protrusions 34. In the

marginal region 14 of each element 10 there is provided a

row of longitudinally Spaced half sockets 36 which are each in
\

cross-section one half o.f the profile of a T-shaped protrusion 34*

Thereby each protrusion 34 can engage two half sockets 36 simul-

taneously and can thus secure the two panels 10 simultaneously

adjacent one another.

Figure 6 shows a further alternative arrangement in

which two elements 10 are secured by means of a series of prongs

38 longitudinally spaced on and protiniding sidewardly from a rod

39* Each prong 38 is of a uniform cross-section and can engage

simultaneously two sockets 40 provided in opposed positions

in the marginal regions 14 of the two elements 10. The rod 39

is held in position by* further support means (not shown) such as

a frame or bracket or bolts and nuts. In this arrangement the

elements 10 are released from the prongs 38 by deformation of

the elements away from the prongs 38... ..

Figure 7 shows a still further alternative arrangement

for securing. two elements 10 in a side-by-side abutting relation-

ship. In this arrangement each element 10 has a panel 12, a

thickened marginal region 14, a flaj)ge 2+2 projecting from the

marginal region 14, and a toe portion 44 which is of a comple-

mentaz^ shape to the marginal region 14 and the flange 42.

A support member 46 is provided which has a row of studs 20 and
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stems 22 off-set towards one side of the support member. The ctudo

20 and stems 22 are adapted ^to* engage sockets 16 of a complementary

shape. provided in the thickened marginal regions 14.. When the

studs 20 engage the sockets 16, an adjacent element 10 io fitted

by positioning the toe portion 44 to fit into the cavity defined

between the flange 42, the thickened region 14 and the support

member 46, The studs 20 on the second element 10 are then engaged

with the sockets 16 on this element, and thus the two elements 10
vare secured adjacent one ^another with the flange 42 overlapping

the toe 44. In this arrangement the panel 12 is a screen having

screening apertures 48 diverging from the upstream to the downstream

side of the panel.' In order to strengthen the flanges 42 and the

toes 44, they are reinforced with bars 50 and 52.

Referring to Figure 8, a plan view of the support

member 46 of Figure 7 is shown. The studs 20 are each of a conical

shape and are longitudinally spaced from each other.



Havinc now particularly described and ascertained

our said invention and in what manner the same is
.

to bo performed, we declare that what we claim is:

A wear-resistant element which is of a panel shape

and is of an elastomcric material and has spaced recessed forma-

tions of. shapes complementary to protruding nodule-like securinc

formations on support moans to releasably frictionally secure the

clement to the support means by releasable engagement of the

securing formations in the recessed formations and by resilient

deformation of the elastotoeric material. •

2^ A wear-resistant element according to Claim 1,

in. which the recessed formations are bores or sockets, or parts

of. bores or sockets.

A wear-resistant element according to Claim 1 or

Claim 2, in which the panel has a thickened surrounding marginal

region, the recessed formations being provided in the thickened

region. •
" •

. A wear-resistant element according to Claim 3, in

which the thickened surrounding marginal region has a shoulder

projecting from the marginal region and is shaped to key in an

overlapping fashion into correspondihg shoulders provided on similar

adjacent elements.

5; A wear-resistant element according to any one of the

preceding claims, which includes reinforcement embedded in the

element.

A wear-resistant element according to any one of the

preceding claims, in which the recessed formations are off-set

with respect to the protruding formations so that when the recessed
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formations ongace the protruding formations the element iB

.*
. . • ...

tonsioned.

7 . A wear-reslBtant element according to. eny one of the

preceding Claims, in which the recessed formations are so arranged

that one set of protruding formations can engage the recessed

formations on two adjacent -similar vear-resistant elements

to thereby, secure the elements simultaneously adjacent one

\

another*

8 A vear-resistant 'element according to any one of

. tie preceding claims, in which the recesaed fomationa converee

into the element and have each a shoulder hy means of vhioh .t

can engage a complementary shoulder on the protruding formations.

A «ear-rcsistant element according to any one of the

preceding claims, in vhich the elastomeric material is polyurethane.

10 * wear-resistant element suhstontially as described

in'th. specification and as illustrated in the accompanying drawings.

Ij. A screening element comprising a wear-resistant

•

ailment as claimed in any one of Claims 1 to 10 which is provided

With screening "
.

12 A screening element according to Claim 11. in which

the screening apertures diverge from the upstream side to. the

downstream side of the screen.

13.
• A screen including a screening element as claimed in

Claim 11 or Claim 12.

A lining including a vear-resistant element as

claimed in any one of Claims 1 to 10. .
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15/ A mould having a moulding cavity complementary to

the shape of a wear-resistant element as claimed In any one of

Claims 1 to 10,

16, Support means for supporting a wear-resistant

element as claimed in any one of Claims 1 to 10, the support

means including protruding nodule-like securing fonnations which are

rcleasably engageable with recessed formations in the wear-resistant-

element to thereby- releas\ably secure the element to the support

means,

17, . Support means according to Claim 16, in which the

protruding formations- have uniform cross-sections.

18, Support means according to Claim 16, in which the

protruding formations have each a stem and an enlarged head on

the stem.

19.. Support means' according to Claim 18, in which the.

enlarged head has a shape converging away from the stem.

20. Support means according to Claim 18, in which the

protruding formations are of T-shape.

21. Support means according to any one of Claims 16

to 20, which includes an elongate member on which the protruding

formations are provided.

22. Support means according to Claim 21, in which the

elongate member is channel having a U-shaped cross-section.

23. Support means according to Claim 21 or Claim 22,

in which one row of protruding fonnations is provided on the

elongate member.
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24, ' Support means according to Claim 21 or Claim 22,

in which two rows of protruding formations are provided on the

elongate member in laterally spaced relationship with respect

to each other so that two wear-resistant elements may be

secured adjacent one another to the support means,

25 . . Support ineans substantially as described- in the
K

specification and as illustrated in the accompanying drawings.

\

DATED this 8th day of AUGUST, 1975.
; ^jtdjL

ADAMS & ADAMS.
APPLICANT'S PATENT ATTORNEYS.
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